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In essence a battle for biological life …

•There are virtually no longer any 
unpolluted places where the body can 
feel at ease with it’s soul, spirit or even 
think straight & this applies to each 
and every one of us and wildlife.

•Viability of Countries at stake



In broad terms…

ICNIRP Guidelines (used virtually everywhere) do NOT provide 
sufficient Health Guidelines and simply do not in effect address small 
persons and wildlife by design. 

Evidence from around the world both in terms of weight of scientific 
evidence AND human (and wildlife) experience epidemiologically is 
that EMFs cause numerous health effects from minor to chronic and 
chronic likely leading to worse.

So, need for humanity to step back and for planners to FULLY 
consider the health risks of applications and push for alternatives if 
required for both existing AND 5G in particular



Who is driving / authorising masts?

• DCMS White Paper – MP sign-ups

• Ofcom

• Telcos

• UN – through IMT-2020 (Mobile wireless not optional in society!)

• Anyone asked you?



Whilst we have a Judicial Review application 
ongoing: -



What’s missing in the picture on the left?
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Typically observed outward symptoms of 
exposure to wireless radiation (pulsed, 
polarised, microwave).

Quick examples



Example recorded effects owing to wireless 
exposure in an office
• Pressure in head

• Hissing (Whistling, Ringing, High-pitched)

• Resonance

• Body feels odd

• Feeling of hearing affected

• Not able to think clearly

• Waviness

• Headaches

• General feeling of unwellness

• Groggy
• Itchy Eyes
• Nausea
• Pain in teeth
• Severe sharp pain in head
• Pulsations in head
• Severe tiredness and feeling of poor 

coordination
• Voice affected / raspy
• Face burning, feeling hot

ALL SYMPTOMS FADE ON MOVING 
TO AREA WITH NO RADIATION!



Being in a Wireless / Wi-Fi Environment..

• Circa 5 mins to an hour, 
disconnection with self, memory, 
the environment and generally 
everything around

• Limbic system – get me out of 
here!

• No feeling of being connected or 
being able to add value

• Interference with effective 
decision making (now where do 
we see this these days?)

• It gradually takes more and more 
brain power to overcome the 
negative environment

• Environment feels degenerate

• Eventually effects kick in – Brain 
fog, headaches, nerve twinges 
and the rest …

• Mitigated partially by movement



Children speak out on Wi-Fi Symptoms



1. Background to EMFs - Wireless



Electromagnetic Frequency Spectrum 

X-Ray

Non-Ionizing radiation Ionizing radiation 

ECG
Wi-Fi
2.4 GHz

5G mm 
Wave 
~26GHz



Introduction of microwave systems over last 
30 years



Radiation Polarisation (Note the E-Field in red 
is all in one plane.

i.e. Wireless radiation is NOT pure heat



Nature of wireless signals (Pulses)

• Wireless emissions contain distinct pulses of polarised microwave 
radiation (600MHz – 10’sGHz) 

e.g.: -

||||_||__|||__||||||_||_|||||_  where ||||=microwave carrier 
freq. 

• The pulses are at extremely low frequency (e.g. 2, 4, 8, 217Hz etc.) 
and ‘Bio-active’

• Multiple sources create a random mix which is even worse



ELF Pulses – Example - Mobile Phones
(Note: Wi-Fi can have a ~10Hz beacon pulse frequency)

~200 Hz Pulses

~15kHz Pulses



For Wireless tech the issue is …

• Heating in extreme cases, yes, but we are talking mainly 
about:-

FREE Electric (E) or Magnetic (B) Fields of the right frequencies
INTERACTING WITH biological structures

E/B x TIME = Chronic Effects

•Mast and Wi-Fi transmissions are 24/7/365
What is being transmitted in the depths of the night / when 

not in active use?



A candle – natural radiation - gives out 
randomly polarised radiation with NO free 
Electric or Magnetic Fields



Radiation Absorption v. Frequency 
(Figure from HPA AGNIR 2012 Report)



Distance from source (r)

• Power Density (Watts/m2) - drops as 1/r2

• Field Strengths (V/m) - drops as 1/r  (so slower)
• Typically up to 6V/m near masts
• Along with pulses, field strength is probably more important than power in terms of 

biological interaction
• To find field strength threshold for effects given frequency**: -

E(V/m) = 0.5xfreq × 10-4

E.g. Entrainment of Brain Alpha Waves at circa 10Hz:-
V/m = 0.5 x 10 x 10-4 = 0.0005 V/m  (achievable circa 100 miles from a 
mast, open air no losses, absorption or protection)

** Paper: ‘Polarization: A Key Difference between Man-made and Natural Electromagnetic Fields, in regard to 
Biological Activity’ By Dimitris J. Panagopoulos1,2,3, Olle Johansson4 & George L. Carlo (Equation 29)



Level of Microwaves is UNNATURAL - Lancet



Wireless use of spectrum is VERY inefficient! – A Tennis Ball 
Analogy

-> Imagine a microwave particle (particle/wave theory) as a tennis ball

-> Imagine a packed tray of tennis balls 115m square

-> Then imagine a stack of 284 billion of these trays (this extends 17% the distance to the Sun)

-> This represents the wireless radiation emissions of a device with a power density 
of just 1uW/m2   for just 1 second! *

(* I.e. a typically observed power density just 1/10,000,000 of the ICNIRP 1998 guidelines)



2. Health Impact of EMFs



So what does the science say?

• WHO 1973 Conference

• Bioinitiative.org  (2012 Report)

• Orsaa.org

• Pubmed

• IET Reviews

• Martin Pall

• CHD/EHT Case

• Magda Havas

• Stewart Report

• PHIRE Consensus Statement 2020

• .

• .CD



IET Review of Papers 2008 – 2016



One fundamental interaction - VGCCs



NO/ONOO Cycle (Oxidative stress …)



Brainwave Effects circa 0.45 V/m 
(such levels easily seen in school environment)



Brainwaves entrained to radiation

Source: Sensitivity of the Brain to Microwave Radiation H. Hinrikus, M. Bachmann and 
J. Lass Department of Biomedical Engineering, Technomedicum of the Tallinn University 

of Technology, Tallinn, Estonia
(SAR at 0.303 W/kg is 1/6th ICNIRP guidelines)



Stewart Report 2005 - Brain Effects

• Stewart Report Section 5 (Scientific Evidence) Conclusions from
studies on brain function 5.194:-
• Together, the findings of Preece et al (1999) and Koivisto et al (2000, in press)

from human laboratory studies of the acute effects of exposure to mobile
phone signals suggest that exposure to mobile phone signals at exposure
levels that fall within existing exposure guidelines have biological effects that
are of sufficient magnitude to influence behaviour. The causal mechanism is
unclear, but could include a small, localised heating effect.



Inaccurate AGNIR – Example - Fertility



Magda Havas (Rev Environ Health 2013)
Symptoms experienced by people near cellular phone base stations [based on the work of Santini et al. (2)].
https://doi.org/10.1515/reveh-2013-0004

https://doi.org/10.1515/reveh-2013-0004


EMFs - Official positions / risk

• ICNIRP 1998 ‘Guidelines’ only recognise in the main only thermal effects.

• ICNIRP 2020 Updated March 2020 to INCREASE Levels to accommodate for 5G!

• IARC Class 2B Carcinogen (Since 2011 – See IARC Monograph 102)

• PHE had relied on AGNIR 2012 – but proven inaccurate  - c.f. fertility (this report 
called for research into long-term exposure effects in children – not completed) –
Wi-Fi in schools!!!!!

• PHE/COMARE – Not proactive

• Chief Medical Officer – 2005 – phones – children – MINIMISE / Precautionary

• Council of Europe (40 countries) Resolution 1815 – EHS / Schools wired

• US FCC 2013 – they gave up on assessing biological effects -> Resulted in 
CHD/EHT Case – Case Won!



All roads lead to ICNRP

• Ofcom Consultations - Multiple Objections based on health. 
Response – Ofcom / PHE competent Body

• PHE -> Refer to ICNIRP (having given up on AGNIR 2012)

• PHE / COMARE – Role confusion

• ICNIRP – International Consultation - Large body of objections 
including from scientific community not responded to or addressed.

• HOLD UP ICNIRP ‘GUIDELINES’ – POINT OUT FALACY APP B



Appeals and Declarations

•Are so numerous I have lost count e.g. : -
• EMFScientist
•5GAppeal
•Madrid
•PHIRE Consensus Statement 2020

• It is undeniable the weight of evidence on harms that 
now exists



Legal Cases



Legal Claims Against Schools (Wi-Fi)

• https://www.activistpost.com/2021/09/legal-claims-against-schools-
in-re-wi-fi-electromagnetic-radiation-exposure-to-students-and-staff-
are-
increasing.html?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=feed&utm_
campaign=Feed%3A+ActivistPost+%28Activist+Post%29

• In the U.S. Electromagnetic Sensitivity (aka EMF Sensitivity) is 
a federally recognized disability. Because of that, those knowingly 
disabled by exposure ask for accommodation 
(see 1, 2). Some schools in the U.S. and worldwide have taken steps 
to reduce radiation emissions in their buildings by replacing Wi-Fi 
with hardwired internet. Those that haven’t are at risk for more legal 
claims.

https://www.activistpost.com/2021/09/legal-claims-against-schools-in-re-wi-fi-electromagnetic-radiation-exposure-to-students-and-staff-are-increasing.html?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=feed&utm_campaign=Feed:+ActivistPost+(Activist+Post)
https://www.activistpost.com/2019/03/do-you-make-fun-of-people-with-disabilities-since-2002-electromagnetic-sensitivity-has-been-a-federally-recognized-disability.html
https://www.activistpost.com/2021/04/appeal-won-in-in-disability-case-against-school-district-for-not-accommodating-teacher-with-electromagnetic-hypersensitivity.html
https://www.activistpost.com/2021/04/utility-refunds-smart-meter-opt-out-fees-to-emf-disabled-customer-ada-prohibits-surcharges-for-disabled-people.html
https://ehtrust.org/health-effects-wireless-in-schools/


Judicial Reviews

• Jessica Learmond-Criqui Judicial Review Case -
• https://www.5gemfreview2020.com/

• https://www.crowdjustice.com/case/5g-judicial-review-2020/

Refused @ High Court and Court of Appeal – Ref to Planning Consultation

• Michael Mansfield Judicial Review Case -
• https://actionagainst5g.org/

• https://www.crowdjustice.com/case/legalactionagainst5g/

Refused @ High Court. Hearing refused also. CHD/EHT/FCC Case. Await next 
steps.

https://www.5gemfreview2020.com/
https://www.crowdjustice.com/case/5g-judicial-review-2020/
https://actionagainst5g.org/
https://www.crowdjustice.com/case/legalactionagainst5g/


3. So what’s different about 5G?

5 G 2 U!



The sheet of white paper 
campaign!

(Number of studies showing safe 
= 0

US Senate Hearing
FCC Proceed without regulation)





5G Key Points (all by 2027)

• 1st Phase: Macro cells – ‘Enhanced Mobile Broadband’ (‘Sub-6’) 
3.6GHz so similar frequencies to now but with beam-forming and 4G 
support, basically we are talking much greater exposure –
acceleration of existing problems.
• Most of the general applications at least in this part of the country. Adding to 

existing masts / New Masts – often with 4G

• 2nd Phase: Small Cells (densification) – 24GHz upwards. Talking mm 
Wave (this is 10mm). 60GHz and up < 5mm. Different types of effects 
including skin heating and more impact on insects.
• Perhaps more in towns. Masts every 200 meters, masts on lamp-posts etc)
• Subject of deregulation consultation June 2021 (results awaited)



And also…

• 5G @ 700MHz beamed to 
rooftop aerials

• 5G Satellites! (Believed to 
be using mm wave) e.g. Elon 
Musk Starlink



Key Characteristics of 5G

•Multiple frequencies – 700MHz – 100GHz 
 different health effects

•Beam forming
Power at a distance
Wide EXCLUSION ZONES



Beams / Complex Radiation Regime

• Steerable, narrow, high intensity, low loss beams via array antenna 
meaning higher power density at user end

• SA Mode being trialled in Dorset / designed to live without 4G

• NSA Mode requires 4G for everything EXCEPT downloads (diff in USA)

• Beam sweeping: 5G Pilot signal that pulses regularly / Akin to a 
lighthouse sweeping with a light beam to see if there's anybody out 
there – beam sweeping.

Flitting beams = ELF Pulses = Health issues



5G = Steerable Narrow Beams
(Source: Huawei 5G Antenna White Paper)



Exclusion Zones - 3.5GHz and 26GHz Cell



5G is Additive

• Additive over existing / Greater exposure overall

• UK Health Minister 2019: -
‘It is possible there may be a small increase in overall exposure to radio waves 
when 5G is added to an existing network, or in a new area, but overall exposure 
is expected to remain low relative to guidelines and there should be no 
consequences for public health’.

 THIS IS COMPLETELY FALSE – taking the densification, levels 
predicted to EXCEED even existing guidelines. The net additional 
exposure to the population will be significant.



5G Rollout Status May 2019 - 303 networks



5G Rollout Status May 2020 – 7,200 networks



5G Rollout Status Aug 2021 – 85,000 networks!



5G Mast at St.Peter’s, Brighton



Parts of Mast
(5G multiple small antenna 
elements indicated below)



Mainstream scientific opinion on health 
effects of 5G – mm Waves
• Majority of studies with mmWave exposures show bio responses

• Adverse health effects including skin and eyes

• Nerves in skin

• High SARs

• Bees – Note energy absorption increases with frequency 



Skin Organ (0.5 – 4mm thick)

0.5 – 4 mm



mm wave effects ….



(5G) mmWave Research

Adverse health effects of 5G mobile networking technology under 
real-life conditions Ronald N. Kostoff, Paul Heroux, Michael Aschner, Aristides Tsatsakisd
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.toxlet.2020.01.020

• ‘5G mobile networking technology will affect not only the skin and 
eyes, but will have adverse systemic effects as well.’

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.toxlet.2020.01.020


Bees – bad enough at 2GHz
Arno Thielens et al., 
“Exposure of Insects to Radio-
Frequency Electromagnetic 
Fields from 2 to 120 
GHz”, Nature, 8: 3924 (2018):

“The insects show a maximum 
in absorbed radio frequency 
power at wavelengths that are 
comparable to their body size… 
The studied insects that are 
smaller than 1cm show a peak 
in absorption at frequencies 
(above 6 GHz), which are 
currently not often used for 
telecommunication, but are 
planned to be used in the next 
generation of wireless 
communication systems.”



5G Energy Use

• Excluding end user devices, the 5G networks installed 
across the world since May 2019 might use (ROM 
only):-
• TWICE the UK currently installed wind power 

generating capacity
OR
• FOUR TIMES the current world Bitcoin mining 

power consumption



Official positions on 5G

• ICNIRP Chair Dr Rongen – Very difficult to predict if will be potential health 
hazards with new network – may as well consider it a public experiment
(Telegraph interview 3/3/19)

• FCC Chair Tom Wheeler 20/6/16 – ‘Won’t Study, regulate or wait for stds’. 
Commercial over health. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bwgwe01SIMc

• 5G – SELF-ADMITTEDLY BY INDUSTRY - TESTING IS BEING DONE AS A LIVE 
EXPERIMENT AS RADIATION REGIME SO COMPLEX.

• Power Density (PD) or Specific Absorption Rate (SAR)? 

• ITU Series K Supplement 14 – applying beam-forming would 
easily exceed current (ref 1998) EMF exposure limits (ITU-P5)



ICNIRP – admission 5G is a public experiment

ICNIRP Chair talking about 5G: -

• Dr Rongen of ICNIRP, the organisation which is tasked with setting the limit 
at which phones can emit radiofrequency that it would be “very difficult to 
predict” if there are any potential health hazards associated with the new 
network. 

• “It is not set up as a public health experiment but of course you can 
consider it as such. It will be necessary to gain more information about the 
exposure and any health problems that might come from an effect of that 
exposure,” however, he added, “this is not any different to monitoring 
prescription drugs that we rely on”.  = LIVE EXPERIMENT

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/technology/2019/03/03/world-health-
organisation-reviews-whether-smartphones-might

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/technology/2019/03/03/world-health-organisation-reviews-whether-smartphones-might


5G trials ?

• In 2019 there were ‘5G trials’ going on ‘20 test-bed cities’ 

• Is the epidemiological evidence being collected and made 
public? If not, we are in serious trouble.

• 5G Trial Levels (e.g. ~0.03% ICNIRP measured in Bristol by 
telecoms / Ofcom – but these levels are still substantially 
higher than currently)

• If a trial – where are the health surveys?



Health of a nation

• In 2019 approx. 56% of UK Population had one or more long term 
conditions! *

• It is entirely possible that a large proportion of the chronic conditions 
could be linked to EMFs (based on the science and evidence 
surrounding the effects of EMFs on health) although no doubt there 
are other factors contributing too.

* NHS Health Survey of approx. 700,000 Adults registered with GPs in 2019. Excludes children.





4. The Big Picture

1. The UN’s IMT-2020 – ‘Mobile and Wireless Not Optional in 
Society’ under UN ITU Standards

2. Technocracy - Control and Privacy – Patrick Wood / Data 
Pumps

3. WEF Great Reset / COVID and Vac – IOB / IOT / AI / Robots

Have a read of THE BOOK OF TRUTH by Jesus Christ:-
http://jesushabla.org/downloads/The_book_of_truth_Vol1.pdf

http://jesushabla.org/downloads/The_book_of_truth_Vol1.pdf


Push or Pull ?

1. What is Data? Control or a Lifeforce? 

2. Upside down world – do we have any options – tech looking for 
solutions?

3. What is the real need / value – tech push. 

4. According to OOKLA, Mainland China with 18.5% of the world’s 
population as of September 2021 has only 0.08% of the worlds 5G 
networks!!!!!!!!!! And we are all led to believe they are tech 
maniacs!  (Assuming OOKLA reasonably accurate but may not be)



5. Planning Considerations

• Health as a Material Planning Matter – see St. Peter’s School Case

• Note that although masts may have self-certification to ICNIRP (1998 
/ 2020 ?), product manufacturers are themselves responsible for the 
health and safety of their products. If they lean on guidance, it is at 
their own risk. 

• SO, they are ALLOWED to place a mast and get through ‘planning’ IF 
they submit one of these worthless pieces of paper BUT it does not 
absolve them of true H&S liability. 

• So perhaps operators need to show us how they demonstrate the 
safety of their product.



St. Peter’s School (Fishersgate)
• After application for Judicial Review, Planning Approval Decision quashed 

and judicial review allowed in CONSENT ORDER 2/11/21 – reasons 
included: -



Some Useful Websites

• www.rfinfo.org Everything RF including about mast applications
• www.emfscientist.org Appeal to UN and WHO
• www.stopsmartmeters.org.uk All you need to know about SMART Meters
• www.es-uk.info Charity dedicated to helping those with Electro-Sensitivity 

and educating others
• www.ssita.org.uk Safe Schools Information Technology Alliance
• www.powerwatch.org.uk Information on a range of invisible health 

impactors including from powerlines
• www.5GExposed.com Vast resources
• www.orsaa.org Research
• www.Bioinitiative.org Research

http://www.rfinfo.org/
http://www.emfscientist.org/
http://www.stopsmartmeters.org.uk/
http://www.es-uk.info/
http://www.ssita.org.uk/
http://www.powerwatch.org.uk/
http://www.5gexposed.com/
http://www.orsaa.org/
http://www.bioinitiative.org/

